Pre-approved Minors for Earning 8 hours of Non-CSE Technical Electives:

Air Science | Astronomy & Astrophysics
Biochemistry | Biology | Biomedical Engineering |
Business | Business Analytics
Chemistry | Cognitive Science | Communication Technology
Design
Earth Sciences (any track) | Economics, Entrepreneurship & Innovation |
Environmental Engineering
Forensic Science
Games Studies | Geographic Information Science
Humanitarian Engineering
Information Security
Linguistics
Math | Microbiology | Military Science | Molecular Genetics
Naval Science | Neuroscience | Nuclear Engineering
Physics | Professional Writing | Psychology (any track)
Security & Intelligence | Statistics | Studio Art | Science and Engineering in the Public Interest

*Minors not listed above require a written statement explaining why the minor should be approved to count as technical electives. The explanation must show how the minor contains at least one course that has a direct and strong connection to Computer Science.*